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The Pirate's Wish
Poised and waiting for the moment he can unleash an ancient wave of horror that will extinguish humanity, Jonah poses as
a graduate student in a small southern town to hide his venomous vampiric identity. Reissue.

Reignited
Seventeen-year-old Oregon teenager Kelsey forms a bond with a circus tiger who is actually one of two brothers, Indian
princes Ren and Kishan, who were cursed to live as tigers for eternity, and she travels with him to India where the tiger's
curse may be broken once and for all.

Tiger's Promise
Magic can do a lot--give you flight, show you mermaids, help you taste the stars, and solve the budget crisis? That's what
the grown-ups will do with it if they ever make it to Neverland to steal its magic and bring their children home. However,
Gwen doesn't know this. She's just a sixteen-year-old girl with a place on the debate team and a powerful crush on Jay, the
soon-to-be homecoming king. She doesn't know her little sister could actually run away with Peter Pan, or that she might
have to chase after her to bring her home safe. Gwen will find out though--and when she does, she'll discover she's in the
middle of a looming war between Neverland and reality. She'll be out of place as a teenager in Neverland, but she won't be
the only one. Peter Pan's constant treks back to the mainland have slowly aged him into adolescence as well. Soon, Gwen
will have to decide whether she's going to join impish, playful Peter in his fight for eternal youth or if she's going to
scramble back to reality in time for the homecoming dance.
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Recreated
Winner of the Independent Publisher Book Award for Best Adult Fiction!!!The fourth installment of the award-winning
Chronicles of an Imperial Legionary Officer series is here!A nobleman from an infamous family, imperial legionary officer,
and born fighter, Ben Stiger is trapped in the past and cut off from everything he has known. The World Gate is sealed
behind him and Delvaris the man he traveled through time to save, is dead. With this great man's death, the future has
been altered by the evil god Castor.Stiger has lost his purpose. For the first time in a great long while, no one needs saving
and no one needs killing. Stiger is a man out of his time and worse a prisoner of the dwarves.Cast adrift in a time not his
own, Stiger believes his time as a leader of men is at an end. But the gods are not done with him yet. A terrible evil looms
over the Vrell Valley like a grim shadow. Castor's dark servants are hard at work. Despite being a man out of his time,
Stiger is viewed as a threat to be eliminated, for a dread destiny has been stamped onto his line from the time of Karus.The
Horde is on the march, and the Thirteenth Legion is in Vrell without a legate. There is only one man who can lead the
Lost--Stiger. This is the Tiger's Time! The question is can the damage done by Castor's servants be repaired and will it be
enough to change his destiny?

Reignited
Ava is a firebug—she can start fires with her mind. Which would all be well and good if she weren't caught in a deadly
contract with the Coterie, a magical mafia. She's one of their main hitmen . . . and she doesn't like it one bit. Not least
because her boss, Venus, killed Ava's mother. When Venus asks Ava to kill a family friend, Ava rebels. She knows very well
that you can't say no to the Coterie and expect to get away with it, though, so she and her friends hit the road, trying
desperately to think of a way out of the mess they find themselves in. Preferably keeping the murder to a minimum, in Lish
McBride's Firebug.

Tiger's voyage
A nobleman from an infamous family, Ben Stiger finds himself freshly assigned to Third Legion, Seventh Company as a lowly
lieutenant in the opening stages of war between the Empire and the Kingdom of the Rivan. Third Legion has been tasked
with pursuing a retreating Rivan army back to the border where the Empire can take the fight into enemy territory.
However, a major obstacle stands in Third Legion's path: the river Hana. The crossing is sure to be contested and
dangerous. Should Third Legion fail to force a crossing, the entire campaign could grind to a disastrous halt.

Tiger's Quest
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A tiger left behind. A goddess in need of an ally. Stranded in a time and place he never wished for, Kishan Rajaram
struggles to forget the girl he loves and the brother who stole her away as he fulfills his divine role - that of assisting the
beautiful yet extremely irritable goddess Durga. When the wily shaman Phet appears and tells Kishan that Kelsey needs
him, he jumps at the chance to see her again, but in saving Kelsey, he discovers that the curse he thought was over is only
just beginning. With the power of the goddess hanging in the balance, Kishan must sacrifice the unthinkable to fight the
dark forces swirling around the woman he's charged to defend. *************** Praise for the Tigers Curse series 'A sweet
romance and heart-pounding adventure . . . Tiger's Curse is magical!' - Becca Fitzpatrick, New York Times best-selling
author 'Epic, grand adventure rolled into a sweeping love story' - Sophie Jordan 'Part Indiana Jones and part fairy tale' Booklist

Stiger's Tigers
From the author of Nothing to Declare, a new travel narrative examining healing, redemption, and what it means to be a
solo woman on the road. "Mary Morris has long been a master memoiristand has even more to teach us about the lengths
to which we must go to reach our deepest selves. I loved this book." -Dani Shapiro, author of Inheritance In the tradition of
Wild by Cheryl Strayed and Eat, Pray, Love by Elizabeth Gilbert, Mary Morris turns a personal catastrophe into a rich,
multilayered memoir full of personal growth, family history, and thrilling travel. In February 2008 a casual afternoon of ice
skating derailed the trip of a lifetime. Mary Morris was on the verge of a well-earned sabbatical, but instead she endured
three months in a wheelchair, two surgeries, and extensive rehabilitation. On Easter Sunday, when she was supposed to be
in Morocco, Morris was instead lying on the sofa reading Death in Venice, casting her eyes over these words again and
again: "He would go on a journey. Not far. Not all the way to the tigers." Disaster shifted to possibility and Morris made a
decision. When she was well enough to walk again (and her doctor wasn't sure she ever would), she would go "all the way
to the tigers." So begins a three-year odyssey that takes Morris to India in search of the world's most elusive apex predator.
Her first lesson: don't look for a tiger because you won't find it--you look for signs of a tiger. And all unseen tigers, hiding in
the bush, are referred to as "she." Morris connects deeply with these magnificent and highly endangered animals, and her
weeks on tiger safari also afford a new understanding of herself. Written in over a hundred short chapters, All the Way to
the Tigers offers an elegiac, wry, and wise look at a woman on the road and the glorious, elusive creature she seeks.

The King in Yellow
A New York Times Bestseller! From Colleen Houck, New York Times bestselling author of The Tiger’s Curse, comes an epic
Egyptian-inspired adventure about two star-crossed teens who must battle mythical forces and ancient curses on a journey
with more twists and turns than the Nile itself! When seventeen-year-old Lilliana Young enters the Metropolitan Museum of
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Art one morning during spring break, the last thing she expects to find is a live Egyptian prince with godlike powers, who
has been reawakened after a thousand years of mummification. And she really can’t imagine being chosen to aid him in an
epic quest that will lead them across the globe. But fate has taken hold of Lily, and she, along with her sun prince, Amon,
must travel to the Valley of the Kings, raise his brothers, and stop an evil, shape-shifting god named Seth from taking over
the world. And don't miss new adventures with Lily in the rest of the Reawakened series: Recreated and Reunited! Praise for
the Reawakened Series: "[A] must-read for thrill-seekers and fans of alternate worlds."—RT Book Reviews "Rick Riordan
fans who are looking for another series will delight in this fantasy."—SLJ "Wonderfully written and…the heart-pounding
adventures are topped only by the heart-melting romance."—The Deseret News "A sparkling new novel with a fully
imagined world and mythos, and crackling romance! Egyptian mythology has never been this riveting!"—Aprilynne Pike, #1
New York Times bestselling author of the Wings series, on Reawakened, book one in the series

Tiger in a Tutu
Set in Paris, with a dancing tiger as the star, this is an uplifting tale of following your dreams and pursuing your talent, no
matter what, and about making friends. Max isn't like other tigers - he is a tiger with a dream! He longs to pirouette and
plié, to leap and spin. He wants to be a dazzling dancer, shining on the stage! Little dancers will love to see Max triumph
and get his moment in the spotlight. From a new artistic talent whose work will appeal to fans of Miroslav Sasek and James
Mayhew

Purple Hearts
The stunning conclusion to the New York Times bestselling series from the fantasy author who is a legend herself: TAMORA
PIERCE. Victory is not always what it seems. Keladry of Mindelan has finally achieved her lifelong dream of becoming a
knight—but it’s not quite what she imagined. In the midst of a brutal war, Kel has been assigned to oversee a refugee
camp. She’s sure it’s because Lord Wyldon still doesn’t see her as equal to the men. Nevertheless, she’s learning the
importance of caring for people who have been robbed of their homes, wealth, and self-respect. Perhaps this battle is as
important as the war with Scanra? When Kel has a vision of the man behind the horrific killing devices that her friends are
fighting without her, will she honor her sworn duty . . . or embark on a quest that could turn the tide of the war? More timely
than ever, the Protector of the Small series is Anti-Bullying 101 while also touching on issues of bravery, friendship, and
dealing humanely with refugees against a backdrop of an action-packed fantasy adventure. "Tamora Pierce's books shaped
me not only as a young writer but also as a young woman. She is a pillar, an icon, and an inspiration. Cracking open one of
her marvelous novels always feels like coming home." —SARAH J. MAAS, #1 New York Times bestselling author "Tamora
Pierce didn't just blaze a trail. Her heroines cut a swath through the fantasy world with wit, strength, and savvy. Her stories
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still lead the vanguard today. Pierce is the real lioness, and we're all just running to keep pace." —LEIGH BARDUGO, #1 New
York Times bestselling author

Lady Knight
India, 1857. Just when Tremal-Naik's life was getting back to normal, the Thugs of the Kali cult return to exact their revenge
by kidnapping his daughter Darma. Summoned by Kammamuri, Sandokan and Yanez immediately set sail for India to help
their loyal friend. But the evil sect knows of their arrival and thwarts them at every turn. Have our heroes finally met their
match? It's the Tiger of Malaysia versus the Tiger of India in a fight to the death!

Tiger's Curse
This long-awaited follow-up to Newbery Honor winner Princess Academy hit the New York Times bestseller list in the first
week of US publication. A rich and compelling fantasy about one girl's journey to discover where her home and heart truly
belong in a divided world is reminiscent of the best writing by authors like Eva Ibbotson and Cornelia Funke. With a chance
to study at the university and live at the Queen's Castle, Miri leaves village life and is thrust into the bustling chaos of the
city. Her best friend, Britta, has been chosen by the Prince of Asland to be his bride, and the royal wedding is fast
approaching. But helping Britta prepare for her future is not an easy task. When Miri discovers a secret plot against the
royal court - which is motivated by good - she feels torn. Will she choose loyalty to the princess, or reform for the people?
As Miri struggles to resolve this dilemma in her own mind, her heart is suffering: an old love comforts her; a new crush
consumes her; she yearns for her homeland. Can Miri find her way in this new place, or will she be considered a traitor? The
fate of the kingdom is at stake.

The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket
With three of the goddess Durga's quests behind them, only one prophecy now stands in the way of Kelsey, Ren, and
Kishan breaking the tiger's curse. But the trio's greatest challenge awaits them. It's a race against time--and the evil
sorcerer Lokesh--

When There Were Tigers in Singapore
An enchanting story from Maggie Stiefvater featuring Opal, Ronan, and Adam from her bestselling Raven Cycle, taking
place after the events of The Raven King.
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Timid
This collector's boxed set of the bestselling TIGER'S CURSE saga includes hardcover editions of all four gripping novels in
the series (Tiger's Curse, Tiger's Quest, Tiger's Voyage, and the book that ends the curse once and for all, Tiger's Destiny)…
plus an exclusive poster! It's value-priced and available only in limited quantities--a must-have for every paranormal
romance fan.

The Tiger's Curse Saga
Now in hardcover, the twelfth installment of the Hugo-nominated, New York Times-bestselling Toby Daye urban fantasy
series! Things are not okay. In the aftermath of Amandine's latest betrayal, October "Toby" Daye's fragile self-made family
is on the verge of coming apart at the seams. Jazz can't sleep, Sylvester doesn't want to see her, and worst of all, Tybalt
has withdrawn from her entirely, retreating into the Court of Cats as he tries to recover from his abduction. Toby is
floundering, unable to help the people she loves most heal. She needs a distraction. She needs a quest. What she doesn't
need is the abduction of her estranged human daughter, Gillian. What she doesn't need is to be accused of kidnapping her
own child by her ex-boyfriend and his new wife, who seems to be harboring secrets of her own. There's no question of
whether she'll take the case. The only question is whether she's emotionally prepared to survive it. Signs of Faerie's
involvement are everywhere, and it's going to take all Toby's nerve and all her allies to get her through this web of old
secrets, older hatreds, and new deceits. If she can't find Gillian before time runs out, her own child will pay the price. Two
questions remain: Who in Faerie remembered Gillian existed? And what do they stand to gain? No matter how this ends,
Toby's life will never be the same.

Princess Academy: Palace of Stone
A bold and ghostly stand-alone from New York Times bestselling author Colleen Houck, with all the moodiness of Sleepy
Hollow and all the romance her fans love. Welcome to a world where nightmarish creatures reign supreme. Five hundred
years ago, Jack made a deal with the devil. It's difficult for him to remember much about his mortal days. So he focuses on
fulfilling his sentence as a Lantern--one of the watchmen who guard the portals to the Otherworld, a realm crawling with
every nightmarish creature imaginable. Jack has spent centuries jumping from town to town, ensuring that nary a mortal--or
not-so-mortal--soul slips past him. That is, until he meets beautiful Ember O'Dare. Seventeen, stubborn, and a natural-born
witch, Ember feels a strong pull to the Otherworld. Undeterred by Jack's warnings, she crosses into the forbidden plane with
the help of a mysterious and debonair vampire--and the chase through a dazzling, dangerous world is on. Jack must do
everything in his power to get Ember back where she belongs before both the earthly and unearthly worlds descend into
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chaos. Colleen Houck, the New York Times bestselling author of the Tiger's Curse series and the Reawakened series,
breathes new life into classic folklore in this wild, twisting adventure propelled by the spirit of Halloween. "[Houck] offers a
fresh spin on The Legend of Sleepy Hollow." --Kirkus Reviews "A wild and seductive adventure. . . . A must-have for YA
collections." --SLJ "The Lantern's Ember has something for everyone. From an old-timey village to ghost stories to pirates to
steampunk influences, nobody is left unsatisfied." --TeenReads.com

Tiger, Tiger
After setting out to break the curse that binds them together, the pirate Ananna and the assassin Naji find themselves
stranded on an enchanted island in the north with nothing but a sword, their wits, and the secret to breaking the curse:
complete three impossible tasks. With the help of their friend Marjani and a rather unusual ally, Ananna and Naji make their
way south again, seeking what seems to be beyond their reach. Unfortunately, Naji has enemies from the shadowy world
known as the Mists, and Ananna must still face the repercussions of going up against the Pirate Confederation. Together,
Naji and Ananna must break the curse, escape their enemies — and come to terms with their growing romantic attraction.

Tiger's Eye
From New York Times bestselling author of the Tiger's Curse series and Reawakened comes a novella full of celestial
marvel, passion, betrayal, and evil that will grow to reign over humanity forever. Before Lily and Amon met, before the
cosmos were in chaos and needed three brave brothers to fight off evil, there were four siblings who helped rule the earth.
Each sibling had a special gift. Osiris, the god of agriculture, helped mortals to grow and thrive in their natural environment.
Isis, the goddess of creation, fostered health and wellness. Nephthys, the seer, was able to keep the balance between all
living beings and the universe. But Seth, the youngest sibling, was left without any special powers. The Waters of Chaos,
which granted each god's talent, were running dry, and Seth was paying the price. As time passed, however, Seth's
determination and willfulness resulted in a very special gift, one that should have granted him the ability to enact wondrous
change. But Seth's competitive childhood gave him a heart so cold and vacant that instead, his gift brought about great
evil. Seth was now the god of unmaking, the creator of disorder and destruction. And he was ready to seek his revenge,
dominating all who got in his way. ****************** Praise for the Reawakened Series 'A sparkling new novel with a fully
imagined world and mythos, and crackling romance! Egyptian mythology has never been this riveting! With sharp dialog
and a fun heroine, Reawakened is precisely what you would expect from the author of the incredible Tiger Saga!' Aprilynne Pike, No1 New York Times Bestselling Author of the Wings Series. 'The author weaves her story out of Egyptian
lore, cinematic magic, selfless love, and . . . is clever enough to remain surprising even to the last sentence' - Kirkus
Reviews 'Rick Riordan fans who are looking for another series will delight in this fantasy. VERDICT: An incredibly wellPage 7/16
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researched novel with an air of mystery and romance' - SLJ 'In this series opener, Houck (the Tiger's Curse series)
introduces a fantasy teeming with Egyptian characters and mythological stories come to life. . . Houck's moving depiction of
the love between Lily and Amon is memorable' - Publisher's Weekly 'Littered with Egyptian mythology and snappy dialogue,
this romantic adventure is a good choice for graduates of Rick Riordan or fans of Houck's Tiger's Curse series' - Booklist
'Fans of paranormal romance will love the Egyptian spin on this story of devotion and sacrifice, and Lily's humor, combined
with plentiful dangerous escapades, will keep readers engaged' - VOYA

All the Way to the Tigers
With a head-to-head battle against the villainous Lokesh behind her, Kelsey confronts a new heartbreak: after his ordeal,
her beloved Ren suffers from amnesia and no longer knows who she !is. As she, Ren, and Kishan continue toward their goal
of breaking the curse by challenging five cunning and duplicitous dragons, the two tiger princes once again vie for her
affections - leaving Kelsey more confused than ever.

The Lantern's Ember
Kelsey returns home to Oregon, where Mr. Kadam has enrolled her in college, but danger sends her back to India to begin
another quest, this time with Kishan, to try to break the curse that forces Kisham and his brother Ren to live as tigers.

The Tiger's Time
A tiger left behind. A goddess in need of an ally. Stranded in a time and place he never wished for, Kishan Rajaram
struggles to forget the girl he loves and the brother who stole her away as he fulfills his divine role - that of assisting the
beautiful yet extremely irritable goddess Durga. When the wily shaman Phet appears and tells Kishan that Kelsey needs
him, he jumps at the chance to see her again, but in saving Kelsey, he discovers that the curse he thought was over is only
just beginning. With the power of the goddess hanging in the balance, Kishan must sacrifice the unthinkable to fight the
dark forces swirling around the woman he's charged to defend. *************** Praise for the Tigers Curse series 'A sweet
romance and heart-pounding adventure . . . Tiger's Curse is magical!' - Becca Fitzpatrick, New York Times best-selling
author 'Epic, grand adventure rolled into a sweeping love story' - Sophie Jordan 'Part Indiana Jones and part fairy tale' Booklist

Night and Silence
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The Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A sumptuous garden
maze of a novel that immerses readers in a complex, vanished world.” —Kirkus (starred review) An utterly transporting
novel set in 1930s colonial Malaysia, perfect for fans of Isabel Allende and Min Jin Lee Quick-witted, ambitious Ji Lin is stuck
as an apprentice dressmaker, moonlighting as a dancehall girl to help pay off her mother’s Mahjong debts. But when one of
her dance partners accidentally leaves behind a gruesome souvenir, Ji Lin may finally get the adventure she has been
longing for. Eleven-year-old houseboy Ren is also on a mission, racing to fulfill his former master’s dying wish: that Ren find
the man’s finger, lost years ago in an accident, and bury it with his body. Ren has 49 days to do so, or his master’s soul will
wander the earth forever. As the days tick relentlessly by, a series of unexplained deaths racks the district, along with
whispers of men who turn into tigers. Ji Lin and Ren’s increasingly dangerous paths crisscross through lush plantations,
hospital storage rooms, and ghostly dreamscapes. Yangsze Choo's The Night Tiger pulls us into a world of servants and
masters, age-old superstition and modern idealism, sibling rivalry and forbidden love. But anchoring this dazzling,
propulsive novel is the intimate coming-of-age of a child and a young woman, each searching for their place in a society
that would rather they stay invisible. "A work of incredible beauty Astoundingly captivating and striking A transcendent
story of courage and connection." —Booklist (starred review)

The Neverland Wars
Internationally bestselling author Paullina Simons returns with a sweeping new saga guaranteed to make you laugh, cry,
and fall in love. All the colors of your world are about to disappear… Young and handsome, Julian lives a charmed life in Los
Angeles. His world is turned upside down by a love affair with Josephine, a mysterious young woman who takes him by
storm. But she is not what she seems, carrying secrets that tear them apart—perhaps forever. So begins Julian and
Josephine’s extraordinary adventure of love, loss, and the mystical forces that bind people together across time and space.
It is a journey that propels Julian toward either love fulfilled…or oblivion. The Tiger Catcher takes readers from the dizzying
heights of joy to the depths of despair and back again in an unforgettable new novel from a master storyteller.

The Night Tiger
A New York Times Bestseller! From Colleen Houck, New York Times bestselling author of The Tiger’s Curse, comes
Recreated, the second book in the epic Egyptian-inspired Reawakened series, about a seventeen-year-old girl must literally
go to hell to save the love of her life. Lily Young thought traveling across the globe with a reawakened sun prince was a
grand adventure. Now she’s about to embark on the journey of a lifetime. When Amon and Lily part tragically, he transports
himself to the Netherworld—what mortals call hell. Tormented by the loss of his one true love, he’d rather suffer in agony
during Lily’s mortal years than fulfill his duty to protect humanity. Heartbroken, Lily seeks refuge on her grandmother’s
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farm. Yet she can feel Amon’s pain, and she has been having dreams—dreams of Amon continually suffering. For before he
departed, Amon gave Lily something very special, an item that connects them even though they are worlds apart. Now Lily
must use this object to free him, and to free their realms from darkness and utter chaos. She will do whatever it takes. And
don't miss new adventures with Lily in the rest of the Reawakened series: Reawakened and Reunited! Praise for the
Reawakened Series: "[A] must-read for thrill-seekers and fans of alternate worlds."—RT Book Reviews "Rick Riordan fans
who are looking for another series will delight in this fantasy."—SLJ "Wonderfully written and…the heart-pounding
adventures are topped only by the heart-melting romance."—The Deseret News "A sparkling new novel with a fully
imagined world and mythos, and crackling romance! Egyptian mythology has never been this riveting!"—Aprilynne Pike, #1
New York Times bestselling author of the Wings series, on Reawakened, book one in the series

Sandokan
Condemned as a murderer for killing the man who dishonored his sister, Blaine "Mick" McFadden has spent the last six
years in Velant, a penal colony in the frigid northern wastelands. Harsh military discipline and the oppressive magic keep a
fragile peace as colonists struggle against a hostile environment. But the supply ships from Dondareth have stopped
coming, boding ill for the kingdom that banished the colonists. Now, as the world's magic runs wild, McFadden and the
people of Velant must fight to survive and decide their fate From Gail Z. Martin, author of the beloved series THE
CHRONICLES OF THE NECROMANCER and THE FALLEN KINGS CYCLE, comes a new fantasy adventure for the ages. Welcome
to the end of the world.Welcome to the beginning of THE ASCENDANT KINGDOMS SAGA.

Tiger's Quest
while Mother monkey is sleeping, Baby Monkey has gone to find food. But here comes the tiger!

Opal (a Raven Cycle Story)
Back in Oregon, Kelsey tries to pick up the pieces of her life and push aside her feelings for Ren. But danger lurks around
the corner, forcing her to return to India where she embarks on a second quest-this time with Ren's dark, bad-boy brother
Kishan, who has also fallen prey to the Tiger's Curse. Fraught with danger, spellbinding dreams, and choices of the heart,
TIGER'S QUEST brings the trio one step closer to breaking the spell that binds them.

The Tiger Catcher
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A young woman struggles with her past and a future thrust upon her with threats coming from the past and now the
present. Does she have the strength to withstand and grow? From #1 New York Times bestselling author and literary
phenomenon V.C. Andrews (Flowers in the Attic, My Sweet Audrina). In her grandmother’s fine, labyrinthine Boston house,
Heaven Leigh Casteel dreams of a wonderful new life of new friends, the best schools, beautiful clothes, and most
important, love. She is determined to make the Casteel name respectable, find her long-lost brothers and sisters, and have
a family again. But even in the world of the wealthy, there are strange forebodings, secrets best forgotten. And as Heaven
reaches out for love, she is slowly ensnared in a sinister web of cruel deceits and hidden passions.

Tiger's Destiny
From the author who introduced readers to chilling tales of murder comes a novella based on factual accounts of a
haunting, mutinous high-seas adventure. For fans of Poe as well as maritime enthusiasts.

Tiger's Dream
After Japan invades and captures the British colony of Singapore in 1942, all Europeans on the island are being interned.
Schirmer faces a dilemmaNhe is German born as a British subject. In a strange stroke of fortune, he finds himself friends
with General Tomoyuki Yamashita, the famed Tiger of Malaya. After politics removes the protective Yamashita from the
picture, betrayal ensues and Schirmer finds himself in prison, his family scattered.

Dark Angel
“One terrific storyteller.” —Chicago Tribune New York Times bestselling author Karen Robards offers passion, drama, and
breathless love in her unforgettable classic romance Tiger’s Eye. Now gorgeously repackaged, the breathtaking tale of a
beautiful hostage noblewoman rescued from captivity by the dashing king of London’s underworld, Tiger’s Eye is one of the
most sensuous and beloved novels from the author the Louisville Courier-Journal places “in the top rank of romance
writers”—a treat for Catherine Coulter fans.

Reunited
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Tiger's Curse series and Reawakened comes a novella full of celestial
marvel, passion, betrayal, and evil that will grow to reign over humanity forever. Before Lily and Amon met, before the
cosmos were in chaos and needed three brave brothers to fight off evil, there were four siblings who helped rule the earth.
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Each sibling had a special gift. Osiris, the god of agriculture, helped mortals to grow and thrive in their natural environment.
Isis, the goddess of creation, fostered health and wellness. Nephthys, the seer, was able to keep the balance between all
living beings and the universe. But Seth, the youngest sibling, was left without any special powers. The Waters of Chaos,
which granted each god's talent, were running dry, and Seth was paying the price. As time passed, however, Seth's
determination and willfulness resulted in a very special gift, one that should have granted him the ability to enact wondrous
change. But Seth's competitive childhood gave him a heart so cold and vacant that instead, his gift brought about great
evil. Seth was now the god of unmaking, the creator of disorder and destruction. And he was ready to seek his revenge,
dominating all who got in his way.

Reawakened
Toward the end of the year 1920 the Government of the United States had practically completed the programme, adopted
during the last months of President Winthrop's administration. The country was apparently tranquil. Everybody knows how
the Tariff and Labour questions were settled. The war with Germany, incident on that country's seizure of the Samoan
Islands, had left no visible scars upon the republic, and the temporary occupation of Norfolk by the invading army had been
forgotten in the joy over repeated naval victories, and the subsequent ridiculous plight of General Von Gartenlaube's forces
in the State of New Jersey. The Cuban and Hawaiian investments had paid one hundred per cent and the territory of Samoa
was well worth its cost as a coaling station. The country was in a superb state of defence. Every coast city had been well
supplied with land fortifications; the army under the parental eye of the General Staff, organized according to the Prussian
system, had been increased to 300,000 men, with a territorial reserve of a million; and six magnificent squadrons of
cruisers and battle-ships patrolled the six stations of the navigable seas, leaving a steam reserve amply fitted to control
home waters. The gentlemen from the West had at last been constrained to acknowledge that a college for the training of
diplomats was as necessary as law schools are for the training of barristers; consequently we were no longer represented
abroad by incompetent patriots. The nation was prosperous; Chicago, for a moment paralyzed after a second great fire, had
risen from its ruins, white and imperial, and more beautiful than the white city which had been built for its plaything in
1893. Everywhere good architecture was replacing bad, and even in New York, a sudden craving for decency had swept
away a great portion of the existing horrors. Streets had been widened, properly paved and lighted, trees had been planted,
squares laid out, elevated structures demolished and underground roads built to replace them. The new government
buildings and barracks were fine bits of architecture, and the long system of stone quays which completely surrounded the
island had been turned into parks which proved a god-send to the population. The subsidizing of the state theatre and state
opera brought its own reward. The United States National Academy of Design was much like European institutions of the
same kind. Nobody envied the Secretary of Fine Arts, either his cabinet position or his portfolio. The Secretary of Forestry
and Game Preservation had a much easier time, thanks to the new system of National Mounted Police. We had profited well
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by the latest treaties with France and England; the exclusion of foreign-born Jews as a measure of self-preservation, the
settlement of the new independent negro state of Suanee, the checking of immigration, the new laws concerning
naturalization, and the gradual centralization of power in the executive all contributed to national calm and prosperity.
When the Government solved the Indian problem and squadrons of Indian cavalry scouts in native costume were
substituted for the pitiable organizations tacked on to the tail of skeletonized regiments by a former Secretary of War, the
nation drew a long sigh of relief. When, after the colossal Congress of Religions, bigotry and intolerance were laid in their
graves and kindness and charity began to draw warring sects together, many thought the millennium had arrived, at least
in the new world which after all is a world by itself.

Tiger's Dream
The empire has endured many centuries but is now threatened by multiple wars and a major rebellion in the South. A
nobleman from an infamous family, imperial legionary officer, fighter and a right proper bastard of a man Captain Ben
Stiger finds himself reassigned from a crack legion to the rebellion simmering in the South. Placed in command of a truly
terrible company, the 85th Imperial Foot, he is unknowingly sent on a suicide mission to resupply an isolated outpost, the
garrison of Vrell. Along the way he must rebuild his new company, gain the respect of the men he leads, survive an
assassination attempt, fight bandits, rebels, and an agent of an evil god. His companions on this journey of discovery and
adventure are one of the few remaining elven rangers and a paladin on a quest for the High Father. The battle to save the
empire and the world begins here in the first book of this exciting new series!

Reprisal
Willa Doon has always been shy. Her quiet demeanor was something she’s always embraced. That is, until Jackson Page
moves to town. The one man she desperately wants to take notice struggles to remember her name. Year after year, Willa
stands by, watching as the bartender slash playboy drowns his demons in beer and sex. Then one night, he shows up at her
door, suddenly aware that the girl he’s seen around Lark Cove is now a beautiful woman. Except what he doesn’t remember
is that this visit isn’t his first. They spent a night together once before. A night he’s forgotten, thanks to a bottle of tequila. A
night that crushed a timid girl’s heart, and set a broken man on the path to heal them both. ***** "Timid is IRRESISTIBLY
CHARMING, a sweet small town romance that tears at the heartstrings and never lets go. It’s SWEET. It’s SMOLDERING. It’s
STIRRING. It’s SUSPENSEFUL. It’s SPECIAL. The writing is pure ‘melt-your-heart’ MAGIC. SO HEARTWARMING!" – Karen
McVino, Bookalicious Babes Blog "These characters, their emotions, their romance, their everything FELT SO REAL!! So
genuine. So heart-felt. I seriously loved reading every word of this story!" - Aestas Book Blog "I love this series so much.
Devney Perry is a genius at small town charm and romances that'll keep you up all hours." – New York Times Bestselling
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Author, Kylie Scott “THIS BOOK IS EVERYTHING. Sweet and tender, angsty and steamy, a fantastic addition to the Lark Cove
Series. I could NOT put it down! I cried, laughed, swooned, and fell in LOVE. Pure romance perfection. I highly recommend
it.” – Angie’s Dreamy Reads Set against the romantic backdrop of small-town Montana, this tender romance left me with the
proverbial hearts in my eyes, knowing I’d be missing these characters once their story was over. If you want slow burn
romance, if you want flawless writing, if you want a shy girl falling for the local playboy, but then watch him chase her, pick
up this book without delay. – Natasha is a Book Junkie ***** For fans of: Nora Roberts, Kristen Ashley, Sarina Bowen, Vi
Keeland, Susan Stoker, Tessa Bailey, Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Toni Aleo, Kristen Callihan, LJ Shen, Mona Kasten,
Corinne Michaels, Jana Aston, Karina Halle, Jay Crownover, Anna Todd, Geneva Lee, Audrey Carlan, Piper Rayne, Suzanne
Brockmann, Helen Hoang, Christina Lauren, Kristan Higgins, Sally Thorne, Penelope Ward, Debbie Macomber, Maisey Yates,
Sarah Mayberry, Lauren Blakely, Susan Mallery, Penny Reid, Julia Kent, Kelly Jamieson, Melanie Harlow, Kendall Ryan,
Kennedy Ryan, Helen Hardt, Meghan March, Meli Raine, Sylvia Day, Chelle Bliss, Brenda Rothert, Natasha Madison, Kylie
Scott, Sloane Kennedy, Penelope Sky, K.A. Linde, Nana Malone, Jami Davenport, Jaci Burton, Penelope Sky, Helen Hardt, E.L.
James, Anna Todd, Chelle Bliss, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Fox, Julia Kent, Meli Raine, Meghan Quinn, Rebecca Yarros,
Catherine Cowles, Carrie Ann Ryan, JD Robb, Jill Shalvis. Keywords: Small town romance, unrequited love, Montana romance

Stiger
A prequel to the bestselling Tiger's Curse series, this much anticipated novella recalls the beginning of Ren and Kishan's
story. Before Kelsey there was a girl, raised by a villain, whose love for a hero changed the course of history. Trapped under
the thumb of her abusive and powerful father Lokesh, Yesubai struggles to keep her own magical abilities secret while
evading his dark powers. When Lokesh promises Yesubai to the prince of a neighboring kingdom, she becomes the central
pawn in his plot to destroy the ruling family and take power for himself. Yesubai is trapped by her father's threats and
desperate to protect the man she comes to love, but she knows that any decision she makes will have dire consequences.
As dark forces gather around her, Yesubai must decide if she's willing to reveal that somewhere deep within her she has the
power to change everything.

Firebug
From Colleen Houck, New York Times bestselling author of The Tiger’s Curse, comes the third and final book in the
Reawakened series in which Lily will train to defeat evil once and for all and find a way to her everlasting love. After
surviving her otherworldly adventure, Lily wakes up on her nana’s farm having forgotten everything. Her sun prince, her
travels to Egypt, and her journey to the Afterlife are all distant memories. But Lily is not the girl she once was. Her body is
now part human, part lion, and part fairy. And if that isn’t bad enough, she must harness this power of three and become
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Wasret: a goddess destined to defeat the evil god Seth once and for all. With the help of her old friend Dr. Hassan, Lily
departs on her final voyage through the cosmos and across the plains of Egypt. On the journey, she will transform into the
being she is destined to become. Reunited is the heart-pounding conclusion to the Reawakened series. It is time for Lily to
find her sunset. And don't miss new adventures with Lily in the rest of the Reawakened series: Reawakened and Recreated!
Praise for the Reawakened Series: "[A] must-read for thrill-seekers and fans of alternate worlds."—RT Book Reviews "Rick
Riordan fans who are looking for another series will delight in this fantasy."—SLJ "Wonderfully written and…the heartpounding adventures are topped only by the heart-melting romance."—The Deseret News "A sparkling new novel with a
fully imagined world and mythos, and crackling romance! Egyptian mythology has never been this riveting!"—Aprilynne
Pike, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Wings series, on Reawakened, book one in the series

Ice Forged
New York Times bestselling author Michael Grant unleashes the gritty and powerful conclusion to the Front Line series and
evokes the brutal truth of World War II: War is hell. An epic tale of historical reimagining, perfect for fans of Code Name
Verity and Salt to the Sea. Courage, sacrifice, and fear have lead Rio, Frangie, and Rainy through front-line battles in North
Africa and Sicily, and their missions are not over. These soldiers and thousands of Allies must fight their deadliest battle
yet—for their country and their lives—as they descend into the freezing water and onto the treacherous sands of Omaha
Beach. It is June 6, 1944. D-Day has arrived. No longer naive recruits, these soldier girls are now Silver Star recipients and
battle-hardened. Others look to them for guidance and confidence, but this is a war that will leave sixty million dead. Flesh
will turn to charcoal. Piles will be made of torn limbs. The women must find a way to lead while holding on to their own last
shreds of belief in humanity. Praise for Silver Stars: "Exhaustive research, immersive storytelling, and emotional depth
make for a superlative tale.” —Kirkus (starred review) Praise for Front Lines: “A gripping and heart-wrenching
tale.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A magnificent alternate history.” —Elizabeth Wein, New York Times bestselling
author of Code Name Verity
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